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Консультации (Office Hours): 
M 11:00-11:50, W 3:00-3:50, F 9:00-9:50
and by appointment.
Кабинет (Office): Liberal Arts 329
Имэйл: ona.renner@mso.umt.edu
Course description:
This is a new "experimental" language course offering in our program. It is a combined high
intermediate and advanced level language course focused on Russian history and contemporary society.
Our primary course materials will be excerpts from the textbooks Advanced Russia through 
History and Contemporary Faces of Russia, popular Russian Instagram accounts, and free live-streamed
events offered through SRAS. We will also be engaged throughout the semester in a pen pal exchange.
Learning Outcomes: 
In this course, the students will continue to increase their linguistic and cultural fluency, through
expanding vocabulary, engaging in writing and oral discussions, and learning about key historical and
cultural moments in both the past and present.
Classroom Etiquette: 
It is essential to the learning process that students treat each other and the instructor with respect.
Under the Student Conduct Code, students who are found to be disruptive may be asked to leave the
classroom. Disruptive behaviors may include but are not limited to:
• Using electronic communication devices, including cell phones and laptops for purposes
unrelated to ongoing class activities.
• Carrying on side conversations that are distracting to the instructor and other students.
• Verbally interrupting the class with comments or questions not relevant to the course or to the
current discussion.
• Failure to participate in assigned group activities.
• Significantly interfering with instructor’s work activities during or outside of class.
Disability Accommodations:
If you are a student with a disability who will require reasonable accommodation in this course, please
meet with the Office of Disability Equity for assistance in developing a plan to address program
accommodations. If you are already working with Disability Services, then you should arrange to meet 




   
   
 
    
   
  
    
 








   
    
        
     
     
   
  
    
     
      
 
    
  
 
   
    
    
 
     
 
  
     
     
 
 
     
  
    
COVID Precautions and Guidelines:
* Correct mask use is required in the classroom.
* UM recommends students get the COVID-19 vaccine. Please direct your questions or concerns about
vaccines to Curry Health Center.
* If you feel sick and/or are exhibiting COVID-19 symptoms, don’t come to class. Contact us to arrange to
Zoom in or use a free absence, and contact the Curry Health Center at (406) 243-4330.
* If you are required to isolate or quarantine, you will receive support in the class to ensure continued 
academic progress. You will need to arrange to Zoom in or meet individually with an instructor. Our
attendance policy will remain in effect.
* Where social distancing (maintaining consistent 6 feet between individuals) is not possible, specific
seating arrangements will be used to support contact tracing efforts.
* Drinking liquids and eating food is not allowed within the classroom during the pandemic.
* Please note that class might be recorded if peers are Zooming in.
* Should the pandemic situation worsen, it is possible we will remove to more remote teaching via Zoom.
It is also possible we might meet outdoors sometimes.
Assessment:   
Engagement: Active participation is integral to the success of learning a foreign language. Students will
receive participation grades of 0-5: 0 for being absent (letter grade of F), 1 for being present but
incapable of participating (letter grade of D: 65%), 2 for fair participation (letter grade of C: 74%), 3 for
good participation (letter grade of B: 83%), 4 for very good quality and quantity of participation (letter
grade OF A-: 92%), 5 for excellent quality and quantity of participation (letter grade of A: 100%).
Tardiness may also have an effect upon participation grades. Each student is allowed four free
absences. After that, each absence will result in an additional two-point deduction from the student’s
final course grade. If a student does not miss any classes over the course of the semester, two points will
be added to her/his final course grade. Due to the pandemic, a student may make up as many as 4
absences beyond the first four, by meeting one on one with an instructor.
Homework: Homework grades are also based on this 0-5 scale. Please hand in homework at the start of
class.
Pen pals: Each student will again have a Russian pen pal in Vladimir through the program American Home.
This program will be administered by American Home via e-mail. It is the student’s responsibility to write 
to her/his pen pal on time. When a student sends an essay or set of corrections late, one percentage
point will be deducted from the pen pal participation grade. Each time the communication appears to be
done sloppily or with too much dependence on the Internet, a point will be deducted.
SRAS presentations: Students will choose three free SRAS excursions to attend, at least one of which
should be in Russian. This experience will lead to a presentation in Russian to the class without using
notes. Those with two years of Russian may plan on 5 minutes, those with more should plan on 10
minutes.
Tests and Exam: Specific content and expectations for tests and the final exam will always be made clear.
Each test will review a combination of history and contemporary culture. There will be some vocabulary,





                       
                                   
             
                       
   

















Final grades will be calculated according to the following percentages: 
Class engagement 16% of final grade
Homework 16% of final grade
4 tests @ 7% each 28% of final grade
Pen pal exchange 10% of final grade
SRAS presentations @ 5% each 10% of final grade
Final exam 20% of final grade





Final Exam:  
1:10 on Tuesday, December 14th 
Additional sources of information:  
our FB page: The University of Montana Russian Program
our Instagram page: UMRussianProgram
